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sergio mendes may have had his eye on the high-school crowd, but his career never had the same
draw as a group like 10,000 maniacs, which was as popular with college kids as ex-beatlesmen were
at the height of their fame. perhaps its because mandy moore, the lead singer and songwriter, didnt
really have that mamas and papas thing happening, although the group was remarkably pop-friendly
on a few occasions, or perhaps its because the band was made up of four women and no men, or its
because the group wasnt quite as danceable or even mainstream-appealing as the chic-era
temptations or the cars. whatever the case, 10,000 maniacs was more of a symbol for its fans than a
living, breathing song machine. in fact, the only reason theyre so well-remembered is that its mandy
moore, who played one of the most crucial roles in modern popular music. henderson the 90s were a
tumultuous time for dance music. aside from the pop explosion of the 80s, a new scene of hardcore
dance subgenres was evolving, and a resurgence of disco-tinged house music was starting to make
itself known. dillin jones was a critical touchstone of the hardcore scene, and, to a lesser extent, his
cousin kid soul, who was the first to fuse house music with hip-hop. dillin jones, however, was the
master of combining the two styles into a single seamless construct, one which will have a profound
influence on the edm of the 21st century. several of his songs are staples of today, including the
funky cheers theme song for instance. but no song encapsulated the feel of that particular moment
in dance culture quite like soul funk. ive got the love has dillin jones in full renegade flow, and its
playful, unapologetic spirit perfectly captured the energy of the time. dillin jones wasnt a pop star,
and his recording career was merely a sideshow for many, but that doesnt diminish the vitality of his
work. the 90s were a period in which music had a lot of fun. henderson
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if the half-century-old history of disco implied that excess would inevitably devolve into a greedy
scavenge, then the development of the no-wave movement proved that even at their extremes,

music and dance could be absolute pleasures. just ask the crowd at the wobble, an underground den
of experimental electronic music and dancing in soho. the wobble -- a showcase for a diverse group
of artists, both experimental and commercial -- existed for a long time, but it became a regular thing

in 1994 with the release of nite scene, an lp where antony hegarty and aphex twin both appear. it
was an unapologetic assertion of the underground, a place where dancing could be enjoyed in

exchange for a price that most people couldnt afford. nite scene should always be lauded for its
unabashedly transgressive spirit, whether it was with its bionic beats, its lovely serenade of a guitar

to john mellors track, or its bleary, blurry lp cover, which seemed expressly designed to annoy
whipper-snappers who expected their big albums to be packaged in traditional garb. the wobble can
seem like a ballroom from the 40s, the kind where dancing (and hopefully not a lot of rules) go on,

but its actually a dirtier, even more underground club, filled with seances, dance parties, and djs like
steve diggle who had a single song out at the time (intended for the dance floor) called all ticked up
(at which point, the very concept of dance became very hip to shake). henderson though the final

years of the 90s saw the flourishing of the subgenre of trip-hop, few dancefloors sounded quite like
breakbot. his inventive and emotional brand of trip-hop -- if you could call what he was doing "trip-

hop" -- introduced an idiosyncratic element to the genre. if the early 90s had been about the
boom/bust economy of rave culture, then the final decade of the decade finally saw the downsizing

of break, making room for dance music more attuned to the casual, dance-savvy tastes of its
mid-90s fans. still, there was nothing lo-fi or indie about breakbot, whose international, continually
adventurous sound incorporated early techno, disco, house, and the dub sound. working with two
different producers, its perfect for the endless party that is life in the big city, and its a genuinely

entrancing track: a trip to a crowded disco in the middle of the night, with the faint ache of a
hangover taking the place of the tension of a cool-down. its narcotic, but surprisingly energizing, and

its perfect for a morning-after hangover rave. cinquemani 5ec8ef588b
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